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Abstract
We introduce and study a general scheduling problem that we term the Packing Scheduling problem
(PSP). In this problem, jobs can have different arrival times and sizes; a scheduler can process job j
at rate xj , subject to arbitrary packing constraints over the set of rates (x) of the outstanding jobs. The
PSP framework captures a variety of scheduling problems, including the classical problems of unrelated
machines scheduling, broadcast scheduling, and scheduling jobs of different parallelizability. It also cap-
tures scheduling constraints arising in diverse modern environments ranging from individual computer
architectures to data centers. More concretely, PSP models multidimensional resource requirements and
parallelizability, as well as network bandwidth requirements found in data center scheduling.
In this paper, we design non-clairvoyant online algorithms for PSP and its special cases – in this
setting, the scheduler is unaware of the sizes of jobs. Our results are summarized as follows.
• For minimizing total weighted completion time, we show a O(1)-competitive algorithm. Surpris-
ingly, we achieve this result by applying the well-known Proportional Fairness algorithm (PF) to
perform allocations each time instant. Though PF has been extensively studied in the context of
maximizing fairness in resource allocation, we present the first analysis in adversarial and gen-
eral settings for optimizing job latency. Our result is also the first O(1)-competitive algorithm for
weighted completion time for several classical non-clairvoyant scheduling problems.
• For minimizing total weighted flow time, for any constant  > 0, any O(n1−)-competitive algo-
rithm requires extra speed (resource augmentation) compared to the offline optimum. We show
that PF is a O(log n)-speed O(log n)-competitive non-clairvoyant algorithm, where n is the total
number of jobs. We further show that there is an instance of PSP for which no non-clairvoyant
algorithm can be O(n1−)-competitive with o(
√
log n) speed.
• For the classical problem of minimizing total flow time for unrelated machines in the non-clairvoyant
setting, we present the first online algorithm which is scalable ((1+ )-speedO(1)-competitive for
any constant  > 0). No non-trivial results were known for this setting, and the previous scalable
algorithm could handle only related machines. We develop new algorithmic techniques to handle
the unrelated machines setting that build on a new single machine scheduling policy. Since un-
related machine scheduling is a special case of PSP, when contrasted with the lower bound for
PSP, our result also shows that PSP is significantly harder than perhaps the most general classical
scheduling settings.
Our results for PSP show that instantaneous fair scheduling algorithms can also be effective tools
for minimizing the overall job latency, even when the scheduling decisions are non-clairvoyant and
constrained by general packing constraints.
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1 Introduction
Consider a typical data center setting, where there is a cluster of machines with a distributed file system
implementation (such as HDFS [44]) layered on top of the cluster. Users submit executables (or jobs) to this
cluster. In a typical MAPREDUCE implementation such as Hadoop [2], each job is a collection of parallel
map and reduce tasks requiring certain CPU, disk space, and memory to execute. The job therefore comes
with a request for resources in each dimension; these can either be explicitly specified, or can be estimated
by the task scheduler from a high-level description of the job.
In a general scheduling scenario that has gained a lot of attention recently (see [26] and followup
work [18, 48, 5, 1, 39, 37]), there are M different types of resources. In the context of a data center, these
could be CPU, disk, memory, network bandwidth, and so on. The resources are assumed to be infinitely
divisible due to the abundance of resources, and there is Rd amount of resource d.
Each job j is associated with resource demand vector fj = (fj1, fj2, ..., fjM ) so that it requires fjd
amount of the dth resource. At each time instant, the resources must be feasibly allocated among the jobs.
If job j is allocated resource vector (aj1, aj2, . . . , ajM ) where ajd ≤ fjd, it is processed at a rate that is
determined by its bottleneck resource, so that its rate is xj = mind(ajd/fjd). Put differently, the rate vector
x needs to satisfy the set of packing constraints:
P =
∑
j
xjfjd ≤ Rd ∀d ∈ [M ]; x ≤ 1; x ≥ 0

The above resource allocation problem, that we term Multi-dimensional Scheduling is not specific
to data centers – the same formulation has been widely studied in network optimization, where resources
correspond to bandwidth on edges and jobs correspond to flows. The bandwidth on any edge must be
feasibly allocated to the flows, and the rate of a flow is determined by its bottleneck allocation. For instance,
see [35] and copious followup work in the networking community.
The focus of such resource allocation has typically been instantaneous throughput [26], fairness [26, 39,
37], and truthfulness [26, 18] – at each time instant, the total rate must be as large as possible, the vector x
of rates must be “fair” to the jobs, and the jobs should not have incentive to misreport their requirements.
The scheduling (or temporal) aspect of the problem has largely been ignored. Only recently, in the context
of data center scheduling, has response time been considered as an important metric – this corresponds to
the total completion time or total flow time of the jobs in scheduling parlance. Note that the schedulers
in a data center context typically have access to instantaneous resource requirements (the vectors fj), but
are not typically able to estimate how large the jobs are in advance – in scheduling parlance, they are non-
clairvoyant. They further are only aware of jobs when they arrive, so that they are online schedulers.
Though there has been extensive empirical work measuring response times of various natural resource
allocation policies for data center scheduling [26, 48, 5, 39, 37], there has been very little theoretical analysis
of this aspect; see [14, 36] for recent queueing-theoretic analysis of network routing policies. This is the
starting point of our paper – we formalize non-clairvoyant, online scheduling under packing constraints on
rates as a general framework that we term General Polytope Scheduling Problem (PSP), and present
competitive algorithms for problems in this framework.
1.1 General Polytope Scheduling Framework
In this paper, we consider a generalization of the multi-dimensional scheduling problem discussed above. In
this framework that we term General Polytope Scheduling Problem (PSP), the packing constraints on
rates can be arbitrary. We show below (Section 1.2) that this framework not only captures multi-dimensional
scheduling, but also captures classical scheduling problems such as unrelated machine scheduling (with pre-
emption and migration), fractional broadcast scheduling, as well as scheduling jobs with varying paralleliz-
ability – only some special cases have been studied before.
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In PSP, a scheduling instance consists of n jobs, and each job j has weight wj , size pj , and arrives at
time rj . At any time instant t, the scheduler must assign rates {xj} to the current jobs in the system. Let
xAj (t) denote the rate at which job j is processed at time t by a scheduler/algorithm A. Job j’s completion
time CAj under the schedule of A is defined to be the first time t′ such that
∫ t′
t=rj
xAj (t)dt ≥ pj . Similarly,
we define job j′ flow time as FAj = C
A
j −rj , which is the length of time job j waits to be completed since its
arrival. When the algorithm A and time t are clear from the context, we may drop them from the notation.
We assume the vector of rates x is constrained by a packing polytope P , where the matrices H,Q have
non-negative entries.
P =
{
x | x ≤ Qz; Hz ≤ 1; x ≥ 0; z ≥ 0
}
(1)
The class of scheduling algorithms we consider are constrained by several properties, all of which are
naturally motivated by modern scheduling applications.
• It is online and learns about job j only when it arrives. Before this point, xj = 0.
• It is non-clairvoyant, i.e., does not know a job’s size pj until completing the job.
• It is allowed to re-compute x(t) at any real time t arbitrarily often. As we will see below, this al-
lows for pre-emption as well as migration across machines at no cost. Though we technically allow
infinitely many re-computations, our algorithms will perform this computation only when jobs either
arrive or complete.
Without loss of generality, we will assume the matrices H,Q are known in advance to the scheduler and
are independent of time, so that P itself is time-invariant. One way of enforcing this is to assume that jobs
arrive online from a subset of a (possibly countably infinite) universe U of possible jobs, and the matrices
H,Q are defined over this universe. This is purely done to simplify our description and notation – in our
applications, the polytope P will indeed be defined only over the subset of jobs currently in the system, and
the algorithms we design will make no assumptions over future jobs.
Under these assumptions, we will investigate non-clairvoyant online algorithms that minimize the over-
all job latency, i.e., the total weighted completion time
∑
j wjCj (resp. total weighted flow time
∑
j wjFj).
We will compare our algorithm against the optimal offline scheduler that knows the scheduling instance
(wj , pj , rj for all jobs j) in advance, using the standard notion of competitive ratio.
Our main result is the first constant competitive non-clairvoyant algorithm for PSP under the weighted
completion time metric, which also implies the first such result for all the applications we consider below.
Our algorithm is in fact a natural and widely studied method of fair allocation termed proportional fairness
(PF). In effect, we show that a resource allocation approach to viewing scheduling problems yields insights
into designing competitive non-clairvoyant schedules. (We show several other results; see Section 1.3.)
1.2 Applications of the PSP Framework
Before discussing our results in depth, we present several concrete problems that fall in the PSP framework.
In each case, we present a mapping to the constraints in P . We have already seen the special case of multi-
dimensional scheduling. We note that our framework can handle combinations of these problems as well.
All-or-nothing Multidimensional Scheduling.
In multidimensional scheduling, we have assumed that a job needs all resources to execute, and given a
fraction of all these resources, it executes at a fraction of the rate. However, in practice, a job often needs
to receive its entire requirement in order to be processed [3, 48] – this can be necessitated by the presence
of indivisible virtual machines that need to be allocated completely to jobs. Therefore, a job j is processed
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at a rate of 1 when it receives the requirement fj , otherwise not processed at all. This all-or-nothing setting
was studied recently in [23] when there is only one dimension. To see how this problem is still captured
by PSP, define variables that encode feasible schedules. Let S denote the collection of subsets of jobs that
can be scheduled simultaneously. Let zS denote the indicator variable which becomes 1 if and only if S is
exactly the set of jobs currently processed. We observe this setting is captured by the following polytope.
P =
{
xj ≤
∑
S:j∈S
zS ∀j;
∑
S∈S
zS ≤ 1; x ≥ 0; z ≥ 0
}
(2)
The solution to P is a set of preemptive schedules that process jobs in S for zS fraction of time.
Scheduling Jobs with Different Parallelizability over Multiple Resources.
In most cluster computing applications, a job is split into several tasks that are run in parallel. How-
ever, jobs may have different parallelizability depending on how efficiently it can be decomposed into tasks
[46]. To capture varying degree of parallelizability, an elegant theoretical model a.k.a. arbitrary speed-up
curves was introduced by Edmonds et al. [19]. In this model, there is only one type of resources, namely
homogeneous machines, and a job j is processed at a rate of Γj(mj) when assigned mj machines. The
parallelizability function Γj can be different for individual jobs j, and is assumed to be non-decreasing, and
sub-linear (Γj(mj)/mj is non-increasing). Due to the simplicity and generality, this model has received
considerable amount of attention [42, 17, 20, 21, 22]. However, no previous work addresses parallelizability
in multiple dimensions and heterogeneous machines. Here we extend Γj to be a multivariate function that
takes the resource vector zj := (zj1, zj2, ..., zjM ) of dimension M job j is assigned, and outputs the maxi-
mum speed job j can get out of the assignment. The function Γj is restricted to be concave in any positive
direction. Observe that xj ≤ Γj(zj) can be (approximately) expressed by a set of packing constraints over
aj that upper bound xj . (The PSP framework can be generalized to a convex polytope, and our results carry
over). Then the obvious extra constraints is
∑
j zj ≤ 1. This extension can also capture tradeoff between
resources (complements or substitutes) that can be combinatorial in nature. For example, a job can boost its
execution by using more CPU or memory in response to the available resources.
Non-clairvoyant Scheduling for Unrelated Machines. In this problem there are M unrelated machines.
Job j is processed at rate sij ∈ [0,∞) on each machine i. (Unrelated machines generalize related machines
where machines have different speeds independent of jobs). The online algorithm is allowed to preempt and
migrate jobs at any time with no penalty – without migration, any online algorithm has an arbitrarily large
competitive ratio for the total completion time [27]. The important constraint is that at any instantaneous
time, each machine can schedule only one job, and a job can be processed only on a single machine.
We can express this problem as a special case of PSP as follows. Let zij denote the fraction of job j
that is scheduled on machine i. Then:
P =
{
xj ≤
∑
i
sijzij ∀j;
∑
j
zij ≤ 1 ∀i;
∑
i
zij ≤ 1 ∀j; x ≥ 0; z ≥ 0
}
Note that any feasible z can be decomposed into a convex combination of injective mappings from jobs
to machines preserving the rates of all jobs. Therefore, any solution to P can be feasibly scheduled with
preemption and reassignment. As before, the rates sj are only revealed when job j arrives. No non-trivial
result was known for this problem before our work. The only work related to this problem considered the
setting where machines are related and jobs are unweighted [27]. The algorithm used in [27] is a variant
of Round Robin; however, as pointed out there, it is not clear how to extend these techniques to take job
weights and heterogeneity of machines into account, and this needs fundamentally new ideas.
Generalized Broadcast Scheduling. There are M pages of information (resources) that is stored at the
server. The server broadcasts a unit of pages at each time step. When a page i is broadcast, each job j (of
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total size pj) is processed at rate sij . The vector sj of rates is only revealed when job j arrives. Therefore:
P =
{
xj ≤
∑
i∈[M ]
sijzi ∀j;
∑
i∈[M ]
zi ≤ 1; x ≥ 0; z ≥ 0
}
This setting strictly generalizes classical fractional broadcast scheduling where it is assumed that for each
job j, the rate sij = 0 for all pages except one page i, and for the page i, sij = 1. In general, sij can be
thought of as measuring how much service i makes happy client j – for motivations, see [9, 33] where more
general submodular functions were considered for clairvoyant schedulers in a different setting. We note that
fractional classical broadcast scheduling is essentially equivalent to the integral case since there is an online
rounding procedure [13] that makes the fractional solution integral while increasing each job’s flow time by
at most a constant factor (omitting technicalities). The unique feature of broadcast scheduling is that there
is no limit on the number of jobs that can be processed simultaneously as long as they ask for the same
resource. It has therefore received considerable attention in theory [24, 12, 13, 20, 31, 11] and has abundant
applications in practice such as multicast systems, LAN and wireless systems [47, 4, 6].
1.3 Our Algorithms and Results
Our main result is the following; it also yields the first such result for all the applications discussed in
Section 1.2 above.
Theorem 1.1. [Section 3.] For the weighted completion time objective, there exists a O(1)-competitive
non-clairvoyant scheduling algorithm for PSP.
We show this result by a simple algorithm that has been widely studied in the context of fairness in
resource allocation, dating back to Nash [38]. This is the Proportional Fairness (PF) algorithm [38, 35, 26].
Let At denote the set of jobs alive at time t. At time t, the rates are set using the solution to the following
convex program (See Section 2 for more details).
x∗(t) = argmax
{ ∑
j∈At
wj log xj | x ∈ P
}
To develop intuition, in the case of multi-dimensional scheduling with resource vector fj for job j, the
PF algorithm implements a competitive equilibrium on the jobs. Resource d has price λd per unit quantity.
Job j has budgetwj , and sets its rate xj so that it spends its budget, meaning that xj =
wj∑
d λdfjd
. The convex
program optimum guarantees that there exists a set of prices {λd} so that the market clears, meaning that all
resources with non-zero price are completely allocated.
In the same setting, when there is K = 1 dimension, the PF solution reduces to Max-Min Fairness – the
resource is allocated to all jobs at the same rate (so that the increase in fjxj is the same), with jobs dropping
out if xj = 1. Such a solution makes the smallest allocation to any job as large as possible, and is fair
in that sense. Viewed this way, our result seems intuitive – a competitive non-clairvoyant algorithm needs
to behave similarly to round-robin (since it needs to hedge against unknown job sizes), and the max-min
fair algorithm implements this idea in a continuous sense. Therefore, fairness seems to be a requirement
for competitiveness. However this intuition can be misleading – in a multi-dimensional setting, not all
generalizations of max-min fairness are competitive – in particular, the popular Dominant Resource Fair
(DRF) allocation and its variants [26] are ω(1) competitive. Therefore, though fairness is a requirement, not
all fair algorithms are competitive.
Multidimensional scheduling is not the only application where the “right” notion of fairness is not clear.
As discussed before, it is not obvious how to generalize the most intuitively fair algorithm Round Robin (or
Max-Min Fairness) to unrelated machine scheduling – in [27], a couple of natural extensions of Round Robin
are considered, and are shown to be ω(1)-competitive for total weighted completion time. In hindsight,
fairness was also a key for development of online algorithms in broadcast scheduling [13]. Hence, we find
the very existence of a unified, competitive, and fair algorithm for PSP quite surprising!
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Flow Time Objective. We next consider the weighted flow time objective for PSP. We note that even
for classical single machine scheduling, any deterministic algorithm is ω(1)-competitive [10]. Further, in
the unrelated machine setting, there is no online algorithm with a bounded competitive ratio [25]. Hence
to obtain positive results, we appeal to speed augmentation which is a popular relaxation of the worst case
analysis framework for online scheduling [34]. Here, the online algorithm is given speed s ≥ 1, and is
compared to an optimal scheduler which is given a unit speed. More precisely, we compare our algorithm
against an optimal omniscient solution which is constrained by the tighter constraint Hz ≤ 1s .
Theorem 1.2. [Appendix A.] For PSP, the PF algorithm isO(log n)-speed, O(log n)-competitive for mini-
mizing the total weighted flow time. Furthermore, there exists an instance of PSP for which no deterministic
non-clairvoyant algorithm is O(n1−)-competitive for any constant 0 <  < 1 with o(
√
log n)-speed.
We note that this is the first non-trivial flow time result for all the applications mentioned in Section 1.2.
Unrelated Machine Scheduling. We finally consider (the special case of) non-clairvoyant scheduling on
heterogeneous machines. Recall that here, each job j is processed at a rate of sij on machine i. In this
case, the above results show O(1)-competitive algorithms for total completion time, and O(log n)-speed,
O(log n)-competitive algorithm for total flow time. We improve these results to show the first scalable
((1 + )-speed O(1)-competitive) algorithm for the total (unweighted) flow time objective.
Theorem 1.3. [Section 4.] For any  > 0, there is a (1 + )-speed O(1/2)-competitive non-clairvoyant for
the problem of minimizing the total (unweighted) flow time on unrelated machines.
We show this result by developing a new algorithm that we term BLASS (Balanced Latest Arrival
Smooth Scheduling) that assigns jobs to machines based on delays caused to other jobs. On each machine,
jobs are scheduled smoothly favoring recent jobs over older jobs. When jobs depart, it rearranges jobs using
arrival order as a priority rule, in order to balance the objective across machines.
1.4 Our Techniques
All our analysis is based on dual fitting. Dual fitting is popular for design and analysis of approximation
and online algorithms, but two elegant works in [7, 28] initiated dual fitting approach for online scheduling.
Since our focus is on a linear objective, the total (weighted) flow time, and [28] is concerned with non-linear
objectives, we mainly discuss the work in [7], and compare it to our work. The work in [7] considered
(clairvoyant) unrelated machine scheduling for the total weighted flow time. Their approach formulates the
natural LP relaxation for weighted flow time, and sets feasible dual variables of this program so that the
dual objective is within a constant of the primal objective. Their algorithm couples natural single-machine
scheduling policies with a greedy rule that assigns each arriving job to a machine that increases the objective
the least assuming that no more jobs arrive. The algorithm is immediate-dispatch and non-migratory – it
immediately assigns an arriving job to a machine, and the job never migrates to other machines. However,
such nice properties require that the algorithm should be clairvoyant. In fact, there is a simple example
that shows that any non-clairvoyant and immediate dispatch algorithm has an arbitrarily large competitive
ratio if migration is not allowed [27]. Ironically, migration, which seems to give more flexibility to the
algorithm, makes the analysis significantly more challenging. Hence it is no surprise that essentially all
online algorithms for heterogeneous machine scheduling have been non-migratory – the only exception
being [27], which gives a scalable algorithm for related machines for the flow time objective. For the same
reasons, there has been very little progress in non-clairvoyant heterogeneous machine scheduling which is
in sharp contrast to the recent significant progress in the clairvoyant counterpart [16, 7].
Since PSP captures non-clairvoyant scheduling on unrelated machines, the algorithms need to be mi-
gratory. Since migration disallows reduction to single machine scheduling, this precludes the types of dual
variable settings considered in [7]. To develop intuition, in dual fitting, we are required to distribute the
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total weight of unsatisfied (resp. alive) jobs to the dual variables corresponding to constraints in P . We
therefore connect the dual values found by the KKT condition to the dual variables of the completion (resp.
flow) time LP for PSP. This is a challenging task since the duals set by KKT are obtained by instanta-
neous (resource allocation) view of PF while the duals in the LP should be globally set considering each
job’s completion time. For the completion time objective we manage to obtain O(1)-competitiveness by
reconciling these two views using the fact that the contribution of the unsatisfied jobs to the objective only
decreases over time. For flow time, such a nice structure is elusive, and in fact, we show that any online
deterministic non-clairvoyant algorithm has a large competitive ratio when given speed less than o(
√
log n).
The lower bound is constructed by carefully hiding “big” jobs in multiple layers. However, we show that
PF is O(log n)-competitive when given O(log n)-speed. At a high-level this is achieved by decomposing
PF’s schedule to a sequence of completion time analyses, and combining these dual variables at the end.
For the scalable algorithm for unrelated machine scheduling (Theorem 1.3), we note that the previous
work [27] could handle only the case where machines have different speeds independent of jobs. Our
algorithm BLASS is entirely different from that in [27]. We introduce a new technique for rearranging jobs
when a job departs. This rearrangement procedure considers jobs in increasing order of arrival time, and
performs local optimization of a job’s processing assuming a hypothetical Round Robin scheduling policy
only on jobs with earlier arrival times. Our main technical contribution is to show that the rearrangement
procedure maintains a certain global optimality property about which machine a job is scheduled on. The
actual scheduling policy on each machine is a new single machine scheduling policy called S-LAPS and is
different from the proxy we perform the local optimization on. S-LAPS is an extension of Round Robin,
which smoothly favors recent jobs over older jobs. We need this smoothness to achieve scalability in Round
Robin type algorithms. The interplay of these two ideas is critical in showing the competitive ratio. We
note that our smooth scheduling idea builds on the Latest Arrival Processor Sharing (LAPS) algorithm [21];
however, we do not know how to apply their algorithm to unrelated machine scheduling since we cannot
bound the delays jobs introduce to other jobs. We hope that our smooth variant, which makes the inter-job
delays more transparent, finds more applications in multiple machine scheduling.
1.5 Related Work
We only summarize related work that have not been discussed before. We note that PSP is NP-hard even
when all jobs arriving are known a priori – this follows from the well-known NP-hardness of the problem
of minimizing the total weighted completion time on a single machine. In the offline setting, it is easy
to obtain a O(1)-approximation for PSP in the metric
∑
j wjCj . It can be achieved by LP rounding, for
example, see [32]; similar ideas can be found in other literature [43, 41]. Tight upper bounds have been
developed for individual scheduling problems in completion time metric; see [45] for a nice overview. In
the online setting, [16, 7] give a scalable (clairvoyant) algorithm for the weighted flow time objective on
unrelated machines. Linear (or convex) programs and dual fitting approaches have been popular for online
scheduling; for an overview of online scheduling see [40]. Though [8] study a general online packing
and covering framework, it does not capture temporal aspects of scheduling and is very different from our
framework. Our work is also different from [8] from the technical point of view. Our algorithm uses a
natural algorithm PF and dual fitting using KKT conditions while [8] uses the multiplicative weights update
method.
2 The Proportional Fairness (PF) Algorithm and Dual Prices
We first set up useful notation that will be used throughout this paper. We will refer to our algorithm Pro-
portional Fairness (PF) simply as A. We let At := {j | rj ≤ t < CAj } denote the set of outstanding/alive
jobs at time t in the algorithm’s schedule. Similarly, let Ut := {j | t < CAj } denote the set of unsatisfied
jobs. Note that At ⊆ Ut, and Ut can only decrease as time t elapses. We let U0 denote the entire set of
jobs that actually arrive. We denote the inner product of two vectors u and v by u · v. For a matrix B, Bi·
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denotes the ith row (vector) of matrix B. Likewise, B·i denotes the ith column vector of matrix B. The
indicator variable 1() becomes 1 iff the condition in the parentheses is satisfied, otherwise 0.
As mentioned before, CAj denotes job j’s completion time in A’s schedule. Let FAj := CAj − rj denote
job j’s flow time; recall that rj denotes job j’s release time. For notational simplicity, we assume that
times are slotted, and each time slot is sufficiently small compared to job sizes. By scaling, we can assume
that each time slot has size 1, and we assume that jobs arrive and complete only at integer times. These
simplifying assumptions are w.l.o.g. and will make notation simpler.
To present our algorithm and analysis more transparently, we take a simpler yet equivalent view of the
PSP by projecting the polytope P into x:
P = {Bx ≤ 1; x ≥ 0} , (3)
where B has no negative entries. The equivalence of these two expressions can be easily seen by observing
that the definition in (1) is equivalent to that of general packing polytopes. We assume that B has D rows.
Recall that At := {j | rj ≤ t < CAj } denotes the set of outstanding/alive jobs at time t in our
algorithm’s schedule. At each time t (more precisely, either when a new job arrives or a job is completed),
the algorithm Proportional Fairness (PF) solves the following convex program.
max
∑
j∈At
wj log xj (CPPF)
s.t. Bx ≤ 1
xj = 0 ∀j /∈ At
Then (PF) processes each job j at a rate of x∗jt where x
∗
jt is the optimal solution of the convex program at
the current time t. Here the time t is added to subscript since the scheduling decision changes over time as
the set of outstanding jobs, At does. For compact notation, we use a vector changing over time by adding
t to subscript – for example, x∗t denotes the vector {x∗jt}j . Observe that the constraint x ≥ 0 is redundant
since x∗j > 0 for all j ∈ At.
The dual of CPPF has variables yd, d ∈ [D] corresponding to the primal constraints Bd· · x ≤ 1. Let
yt := (y1t, y2t, ..., yDt). By the KKT conditions [15], any optimal solution x∗ for CPPF must satisfy the
following conditions for some y∗:
y∗dt · (Bd· · x∗t − 1) = 0 ∀t, d ∈ [D] (4)
wj
x∗jt
= B·j · y∗t ∀t, j ∈ At (5)
y∗t ≥ 0 ∀t (6)
We emphasize that the new definition of (3) of P is only for ease of analysis; in reality, we will solve
CPPF over the original polytope given in (1) – this is entirely equivalent to the above discussion.
3 Analysis of Weighted Completion Time: Theorem 1.1
The analysis will be based on linear programming and dual fitting. Consider the following LP formulation,
which is now standard for the weighted completion time objective [29].
min
∑
t,j
wj · t
pj
· xjt (PRIMAL)
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s.t.
∑
t≥rj
xjt
pj
≥ 1 ∀j ∈ U0
B · xt ≤ 1 ∀t ≥ 0
xjt ≥ 0 ∀j, t ≥ 0
The variable xjt denotes the rate at which job j is processed at time t. The first constraint ensures that
each job must be completed. The second is the polytope constraint. It is easy to see that the objective lower
bounds the actual total weighted flow time of any feasible schedule.
For a technical reason which will be clear soon, we will compare our algorithm to the optimal schedule
with speed 1/s, where s will be set to 32 later – this is only for the sake of analysis, and the final result, as
stated in Theorem 1.1, will not need speed augmentation. The optimal solution with speed 1/s must satisfy
the following LP.
min
∑
t,j
wj · t
pj
· xjt (PRIMALs)
s.t.
∑
t≥rj
xjt
pj
≥ 1 ∀j ∈ U0
B · (sxt) ≤ 1 ∀t ≥ 0
xjt ≥ 0 ∀j, t ≥ 0
Note that the only change made in PRIMALs is that x is replaced with sx in the second constraint. We
take the dual of this LP; here βt := (β1t, β2t, ..., βDt).
max
∑
j
αj −
∑
d,t
βdt (DUALs)
s.t.
αj
pj
− sB·j · βt ≤ wj · t
pj
∀j, t ≥ rj (7)
αj ≥ 0 ∀j (8)
βdt ≥ 0 ∀d, t (9)
We will set the dual variables αj and βdt using the optimal solution of CPPF, x∗jt, and the corresponding
dual variables y∗dt. The following proposition shows the outcome we will derive by dual fitting.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose there exist {αj}j and {βdt}d,t that satisfy all constraints in DUALs such that
the objective of DUALs is at least c times the total weighted completion time of algorithm A. Then A is
(s/c)-competitive for minimizing the total weighted completion time.
Proof. Observe that the optimal objective of PRIMALs is at most s times that of PRIMAL. This is because
that any feasible solution xt for PRIMAL is also feasible for PRIMALs when the xt is stretched out hori-
zontally by a factor of s – the new schedule x′t is defined as x′(st) = (1/s)xt for all t ≥ 0. The claim easily
follows from the fact that PRIMAL is a valid LP relaxation of the problem, weak duality, and the condition
stated in the proposition.
We will first show that the dual objective is a constant times the total weighted completion time of our
algorithm, and then show that all dual constraints are satisfied. Recall that Ut := {j | j < CAj } denote
the set of unsatisfied jobs at time t – it is important to note that Ut also includes jobs that have not arrived
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by time t, hence could be different from the set At := {j | rj ≤ j < CAj } of alive jobs at time t. Let
Wt :=
∑
j∈Ut wj denote the total weight of unsatisfied jobs at time t.
We now show how to set dual variables using the optimal solution x∗t of CPPF, and its dual variables y∗t .
We will define αjt, and set αj :=
∑
t αjt for all j.
Let qjt denotes the size of job j processed at time t. Define ζt to be the ‘weighted’ median of
qjt
pj
amongst
all jobs j in Ut – that is, the median is taken assuming that each job j in Ut has wj copies.
αjt :=
{
wj ∀j, t s.t. j ∈ Ut, qjtpj ≤ ζt
0 otherwise
We continue to define βdt as βdt :=
∑
t′≥t
1
sζt′y
∗
dt′ . We now show that this definition of αjt and βdt
makes DUALs’s objective to be at least O(1) times the objective of our algorithm.
Lemma 3.2.
∑
j αj ≥ (1/2)
∑
j wjC
A
j .
Proof. At each time t, jobs in Ut contribute to
∑
j αjt by at least half of the total weight of jobs in Ut.
Lemma 3.3. For any time t,
∑
d y
∗
dt =
∑
j∈At wj ≤Wt.
Proof.∑
d
y∗dt =
∑
d
y∗dt(Bd· · x∗t ) =
∑
d
y∗dt
∑
j∈At
Bdj x
∗
jt =
∑
j∈At
x∗jt(B·j · y∗t ) =
∑
j∈At
x∗jt
wj
x∗jt
≤Wt
The first and last equalities are due to the KKT conditions (4) and (5), respectively.
Lemma 3.4. At all times t,
∑
d βdt ≤ 8sWt.
Proof. Consider any fixed time t. We partition the time interval [t,∞) into subintervals {Mk}k≥1 such that
the total weight of unsatisfied jobs at all times during in Mk lies in the range
(
(12)
kWt, (
1
2)
k−1Wt
]
. Now
consider any fixed k ≥ 1. We upper bound the contribution of Mk to
∑
d βdt, that is
1
s
∑
t′∈Mk
∑
d ζt′y
∗
dt′ .
Towards this end, we first upper bound
∑
t′∈Mk ζt′ ≤ 4. The key idea is to focus on the total weighted
throughput processed during Mk. Job j’s fractional weighted throughput at time t′ is defined as wj
qjt′
pj
,
which is job j’s weight times the fraction of job j that is processed at time t′; recall that qjt′ denotes the size
of job j processed at time t′.
∑
t′∈Mk
ζt′ ≤
∑
t′∈Mk
2
∑
j∈At′
wj
Wt′
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≥ ζt′
)
· qjt′
pj
≤ 2 1
(1/2)kWt
∑
t′∈Mk
∑
j∈Ut′
wj
qjt′
pj
≤ 2 1
(1/2)kWt
(1/2)k−1Wt = 4
The first inequality follows from the definition of ζt′ : for jobs j with total weight at least half the total
weight of jobs in Ut′ ,
qjt′
pj
≥ ζt′ . The second inequality is due to the fact that Wt′ ≥ (12)kWt for all times
t′ ∈ Mk. The last inequality follows since the total weighted throughput that can be processed during Mk
is upper bounded by the weight of unsatisfied jobs at the beginning of Mk′ , which is at most (12)
k−1Wt.
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Therefore,∑
d
βdt =
1
s
∑
t′≥t
∑
d
ζt′y
∗
dt′ =
1
s
∑
k≥1
∑
t′∈Mk
ζt′
∑
d
y∗dt′
≤ 1
s
∑
k≥1
∑
t′∈Mk
ζt′Wt′ [By Lemma 3.3]
=
1
s
∑
k≥1
4(1/2)k−1Wt [By definition of Mk and the fact
∑
t′∈Mk ζt′ ≤ 4]
≤ 8
s
Wt
Corollary 3.5.
∑
d,t βdt ≤ 8s
∑
j wjC
A
j .
From Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.5, we derive that the objective of DUALs is at least half of PF’ total
weighted completion time for s = 32. By Lemma 3.1, it follows that the algorithm PF is 64-competitive for
the objective of minimizing the total weighted completion time.
It now remains to show all the dual constraints are satisfied. Observe that the dual constraint (8) is
trivially satisfied. Also the constraint (9) is satisfied due to KKT condition (6).
We now focus on the more interesting dual constraint (7) to complete the analysis of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 3.6. The dual constraint (7) is satisfied.
Proof.
αj
pj
− wj t
pj
≤
∑
t′≥t
αjt′
pj
[Since αjt′ ≤ wj for all t′]
=
∑
t′≥t
wj
pj
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≤ ζt′
)
=
∑
t′≥t
wj
qjt′
· qjt′
pj
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≤ ζt′
)
=
∑
t′≥t
wj
x∗jt′
· qjt′
pj
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≤ ζt′
)
[Since qjt′ = x∗jt′]
≤
∑
t′≥t
B·j · (ζt′y∗t′) [By the KKT condition (5)]
= sB·j · βt [By definition of βt]
4 Unrelated Machine Scheduling and Theorem 1.3
We now consider the canonical special case of PSP termed unrelated machine scheduling. In this problem,
there are M unrelated machines. Job j is processed at rate sij ∈ [0,∞) on each machine i. (Unrelated ma-
chines generalizes related machines where machines have different speeds independent of jobs). The online
algorithm is allowed to preempt and migrate jobs at any time with no penalty. The important constraint is
that at any instantaneous time, a job can be processed only on a single machine. The objective is to minimize
the sum of unweighted flow times
∑
j Fj .
In the non-clairvoyant scheduling model we consider, the scheduler knows the values of sij but is not
aware of the processing length pj . It is easy to show that if sij values are not known as well, then no online
algorithm can have a bounded competitive ratio even with Ω(1)-speed augmentation. Our main result is a
scalable algorithm that, for any  > 0, is O(1/2) competitive with speed augmentation of (1 + ).
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4.1 The Balanced Latest Arrival Smooth Scheduling (BLASS) Algorithm
The BLASS algorithm has three main components.
Single-machine Scheduling Policy: This determines the rates at which jobs assigned to a single machine
are processed. In our algorithm, each machine runs a new scheduling policy called Smoothed Latest
Arrival Processor Sharing (S-LAPS). S-LAPS is preemptive and non-clairvoyant.
Dispatch Policy: The dispatch policy determines the machine to which an arriving job is assigned.
Rearrangement Policy: This procedure is called upon the completion of a job. The procedure changes
the assignment of jobs to machines. This is the crux of the algorithm.
We describe each component of the algorithm in more detail.
4.1.1 Single-machine Scheduling Policy S-LAPS (k)
The policy S-LAPS(k) is parameterized by a non-negative integer k. We will set k = 1/, where  is
the extra speed given to the online algorithm; for simplicity, we assume that 1/ is an integer. Focus on
a particular machine, say machine i, and let Ji(t) denote the set of alive jobs at time t that are assigned
to this machine and Ni(t) = |Ji(t)|. Order these jobs in increasing order of their arrival time. Let pij(t)
denote job j’s rank at time t in this order. Here, the earliest arriving job has rank 1 and the latest arriving job
has rank Ni(t). We assume w.l.o.g. that all jobs have distinct arrival times by breaking ties arbitrarily but
consistently. We distribute the total processing among the jobs in Ji(t) by giving each job j the following
fraction of its rate:
νj(t) :=
pij(t)
k
1k + 2k + ...+ (Ni(t))k
, (10)
Therefore, the rate of processing job j at time t is νj(t) × sij . This completes the description of the
algorithm that each machine runs. It is worth noting that S-LAPS(k) with k = 0 is exactly ROUND ROBIN
(RR). As k grows, S-LAPS(k) shifts its processing power towards more recently arriving jobs and the shift
is made smooth as alluded by the name of the scheduling algorithm. However, S-LAPS(k) retains many
important characteristics of RR. One crucial property of RR is that a pair of jobs delay each other by exactly
the same amount. S-LAPS(k) preserves this property to a factor of O(k).
The following proposition has an elementary proof.
Proposition 4.1. Consider any integer k ≥ 0, and n ≥ 1. Then
nk
1k + 2k + ...+ nk
≤ k + 1
n
and
nk
1k + 2k + ...+ (n− 1)k ≥
k + 1
n
4.1.2 The Dispatch and Rearrangement Policies
Definition 4.2. The global-rank of a job is the index of the job in the sorted list of jobs J , sorted in ascending
order by release dates: Πj = |{j′ | rj′ < rj}|+ 1.
For any job j and time t, let σ(j, t) denote the machine to which the job is assigned by the BLASS
algorithm. For any machine i, job j, and time t, let J<j(i, t) denote the set of jobs that have global-rank less
than global-rank of job j and that are assigned to machine i at time t: J<j(i, t) = {j′ | rj′ < rj , σ(j′, t) =
i}. Let N<j(i, t) = |J<j(i, t)|. Similarly, define N≤j(σ(j, t), t) = N<j(σ(j, t), t) + 1.
Definition 4.3. The local-rank of a job j is the rank of the job with respect to the set of jobs which are
assigned to machine i at time t: pij(i, t) = N<j(i, t) + 1.
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In the BLASS algorithm, each machine runs S-LAPS(k) on the set of jobs assigned to it. For a job j
assigned to machine i, let νj(i, t) denote the fraction of rate sij that job j receives in this policy. If Ni(t) is
the number of jobs assigned to machine i at time t, we have from equation (10),
νj(i, t) :=
pij(i, t)
k
1k + 2k + ...+ (Ni(t))k
(11)
Let L(i, j, t) = sijN<j(i,t)+1 . This is the hypothetical rate at which job j will be processed if it were
assigned to machine i and this machine were to execute RR on jobs with local rank at most that of job j.
The Dispatch Policy: When a job j arrives, it is assigned to the machine i which maximizes L(i, j, t).
Rearrangement Policy: Suppose a job j∗ completes on machine i∗ at time t. Then, the algorithm calls
the procedure REARRANGE described in Figure 1. The procedure maintains a machine b on which there
is slack. Initially this is i∗, since a job departed from here. It considers jobs in increasing order of global
rank starting at j∗ and finds the first job j for which L(b, j, t) > L(σ(j, t), j, t). The job j is moved from
i = σ(j, t) to machine b = i∗. This frees up processing on machine i, so that b ← i now. Note that the
quantities L can change as a result. It iterates on the remaining jobs.
REARRANGE
/* Order the alive jobs in increasing order of Πj and denote them 1, 2, . . . , l in this order. */
/* Let j∗ denote the job that has departed from machine i∗. */
b← i∗. /* b is the current machine with slack. */
For j := j∗ + 1 to l do:
(Implicitly) recompute the quantities L.
If L(b, j, t) > L(σ(j, t), j, t) then
i← σ(j, t)
Assign the job j to machine b, i.e. set σ(j, t)← b
b← i.
EndIf
EndFor
Figure 1: The REARRANGE Procedure.
We now show several monotonicity properties of L(i, j, t). In particular, we show that any time instant,
jobs are assigned to machines for which this quantity is largest (fixing the assignment of other jobs), and
furthermore, this quantity is non-decreasing with time for any job. These properties will be crucial in our
analysis, and their proof hinges on considering jobs in increasing order of global rank in REARRANGE.
Lemma 4.4. Let [t1, t2] be any interval of time where a job j is on the machine i for all time instants
t ∈ [t1, t2]. Then, N<j(i, t) is non-increasing in t.
Proof. Fix a job j assigned to machine i. The set of jobs on machine i can change only upon the arrival of a
job or on the completion of a job either on machine i or some other machine i′. The arrival of a job does not
change the quantity N<j(i, t) since the global-rank of an arriving job is greater than the global-rank of job
j. When REARRANGE is invoked, N<j(i, t) increases if a job j′ with smaller global rank than j moves into
machine i. But this must be preceded by a job with even smaller rank moving out of i. Therefore, N<j(i, t)
is non-increasing for all time t ∈ [t1, t2].
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Next we show that at all time instants, each job j is assigned to that machine which locally optimizes L.
Lemma 4.5. For all jobs j, machines i, and time instants t where j is alive, L(σ(j, t), j, t) ≥ L(i, j, t).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on t. Consider a job j. From the dispatch rule, the lemma is true
at t = rj . Suppose the condition is true at time t1 > rj . The assignment of jobs to machines changes
only upon the arrival or completion of a job. The arrival of a job does not change the invariant since the
global-rank of the arriving job is greater than that of j. During REARRANGE, the quantity L(i, j, t) can
only change if a job with lower global rank than j departs. In the iteration of the for loop, as long as j
is not reached, the machine b loses one job and gains one job, so that L(b, j, t) remains unchanged. (The
L(i, j, t) for remaining i remain trivially unchanged.) When the loop reaches job j, either job j moves to b
if L(b, j, t) > L(σ(j, t), j, t) or it stays where it is. Subsequently, only jobs with global rank greater than
that of j change machines, and this cannot affect L(i, j, t) for any i. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.6. For all jobs j, L(σ(j, t), j, t) is non-decreasing in t over the time interval where j is alive.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, if a job does not change machines in a time interval, this condition is true. By
Lemma 4.5, this is also true when REARRANGE is invoked, completing the proof.
4.2 Analysis of BLASS: Proof of Theorem 1.3
We first write a linear programming relaxation of the problem LPprimal described below which was first
given by [7, 25]. It has a variable xijt for each machine i ∈ [m], each job j ∈ [n] and each unit time slot
t ≥ rj . If the machine i processes the job j during the whole time slot t, then this variable is set to 1.
The first constraint says that every job has to be completely processed. The second constraint says that a
machine cannot process more than one unit of jobs during any time slot. Note that the LP allows a job to be
processed simultaneously across different machines.
Min
∑
j
∑
i
∑
t≥rj
(
sij(t− rj)
pj
+ 1
)
· xijt (LPprimal)
∑
i
∑
t≥rj
sij · xijt
pj
≥ 1 ∀j∑
j : t≥rj
xijt ≤ 1 ∀i, t
xijt ≥ 0 ∀i, j, t : t ≥ rj
It is easy to show that the above LP lower bounds the optimal flow time of a feasible schedule within
factor 2. As before, we use the dual fitting framework. We write the dual of LPprimal as follows.
Max
∑
j
αj −
∑
i
∑
t
βit (LPdual)
sij · αj
pj
− βit ≤ sij(t− rj)
pj
+ 1 ∀i, j, t : t ≥ rj
αj ≥ 0 ∀j
βit ≥ 0 ∀i, t
We will show that there is a feasible solution to LPdual that has objective O(2) times the total flow time
of BLASS, provided we augment the speed of BLASS by η = (1 + 3). From now on, we will assume that
each processor in BLASS has this extra speed when processing jobs. This modifies Equation (11) to:
νj(i, t) := η × pij(i, t)
k
1k + 2k + ...+ (Ni(t))k
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Recall that each machine runs S-LAPS with k = 1/, and we assume without loss of generality that
1/ is an integer. Let djj′ denote the delay caused by job j to job j′. The quantity djj′ is equal to the total
processing done on job j in the intervals where j and j′ are on the same machine, scaled down by η. Let
1{σ(j,t)=σ(j′,t)} be the indicator function denoting whether job j and j′ are assigned to the same machine at
time t. Then,
djj′ =
1
η
∫ Cj
rj
νj(σ(j, t), t) · 1{σ(j,t)=σ(j′,t)}dt
Similarly, let pj(t∗) =
∫ Cj
t=t∗ sσ(j,t)j · νj(σ(j, t), t)dt denote the residual size of job j at time t∗.
Furthermore, let djj′(t, Cj) = 1η
∫ Cj
t νj(σ(j, t), t)1{σ(j,t)=σ(j′,t)}dt denote the total delay incurred by
job j′ due to job j after time instant t. Let J<j denote the set of jobs which have release dates less than
release date of job j. For any job j define,
∆j =
∑
{j′∈J<j∪j}
djj′ +
∑
{j′∈J<j}
dj′j
∆j denotes the total delay the job j causes on all jobs in the set J<j plus the delay caused by the jobs
in set J<j on the job j. Note that in the first term in the summation, we are including the total processing
done on job j itself. Similarly, define ∆j(t, Cj) =
∑
{j′∈J<j∪j} djj′(t, Cj) +
∑
{j′∈J<j} dj′j(t, Cj) as the
residual delay after time t. Note that
∑
j ∆j =
∑
j Fj , where Fj denotes the flow time of job j in BLASS.
Next, we establish the following important upper bound on the quantity ∆j(t, Cj).
Lemma 4.7.
∆j(t
∗, Cj) ≤ 1
η
· k + 2
k + 1
· pj(t
∗)
L(σ(j, t∗), j, t∗)
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Proof.
∆j(t
∗, Cj) =
1
η
∫ Cj
t=t∗
νj(σ(j, t), t) ·N≤j(σ(j, t), t) + ∑
j′∈J<j(σ(j,t),t)
νj′(σ(j, t), t)
 dt
=
1
η
∫ Cj
t=t∗
νj(σ(j, t), t) ·N≤j(σ(j, t), t) +
η ·
 ∑
j′∈J<j(σ(j,t),t)
pij′(σ(j, t), t)
k

Ni(t)∑
a=1
ak
 dt
=
1
η
∫ Cj
t=t∗
νj(σ(j, t), t) ·N≤j(σ(j, t), t) +

∑
j′∈J<j(σ(j,t),t)
pij′(σ(j, t), t)
k
pij(σ(j, t), t)
k
· η · pij(σ(j, t), t)
k
Ni(t)∑
a=1
ak

 dt
=
1
η
∫ Cj
t=t∗
νj(σ(j, t), t) ·
N≤j(σ(j, t), t) +
∑
j′∈J<j(σ(j,t),t)
pij′(σ(j, t), t)
k
pij(σ(j, t), t)
k
 dt
≤ 1
η
∫ Cj
t=t∗
νj(σ(j, t), t) ·
(
N≤j(σ(j, t), t) +
N≤j(σ(j, t), t)
k + 1
)
dt [Proposition 4.1]
=
1
η
· k + 2
k + 1
·
∫ Cj
t=t∗
νj(σ(j, t), t) ·N≤j(σ(j, t), t)dt
=
1
η
· k + 2
k + 1
·
∫ Cj
t=t∗
sσ(j,t)j · νj(σ(j, t), t) · 1
L(σ(j, t), j, t)
dt
≤ 1
η
· k + 2
k + 1
· 1
L(σ(j, t∗), j, t∗)
·
∫ Cj
t=t∗
sσ(j,t)j · νj(σ(j, t), t)dt [Lemma 4.6]
=
1
η
· k + 2
k + 1
· pj(t
∗)
L(σ(j, t∗), j, t∗)
Using the above inequality, it is easy to show the following:
Lemma 4.8. For any time instant t∗ and for any job j,
∆j ≤ (k + 2)(t∗ − rj) +
(
1
η
· k + 2
k + 1
· pj(t
∗)
L(σ(j, t∗), j, t∗)
)
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Proof.
∆j =
1
η
∫ t∗
t=rj
νj(σ(j, t), t) ·N≤j(σ(j, t), j) + ∑
j′∈J<j(σ(j,t),t)
νj′(σ(j, t), t)
 dt+ ∆j(t∗, Cj)
≤ 1
η
∫ t∗
t=rj

η · pij(σ(j, t), t)k
N≤j(σ(j,t),t)∑
a=1
ak
·N≤j(σ(j, t), j) + η
 dt+ ∆j(t∗, Cj) [From the def of ν, Equation 11]
≤ 1
η
∫ t∗
t=rj
(
η(k + 1)
N≤j(σ(j, t), t)
·N≤j(σ(j, t), t) + η
)
dt+ ∆j(t
∗, Cj) [Proposition 4.1]
≤
∫ t∗
t=rj
(k + 2)dt+ ∆j(t
∗, Cj)
≤ (k + 2)(t∗ − rj) + ∆j(t∗, Cj)
Combined with Lemma 4.7, this completes the proof.
We now perform the dual fitting. We set the variables of the LPdual as follows. We set βit proportional
to the total number of jobs alive on machine i at time t: βit = 1k+3Ni(t). We set αj proportional to the total
delay the job j causes to the jobs of global-rank at most Πj : αj = 1k+2∆j .
We first bound the dual objective as follows (noting k = 1/ and η = 1 + 3):
∑
j
αj −
∑
i,t
βit =
∑
j
∆j
k + 2
−
∑
i,t
Ni(t)
k + 3
= 
∑
j
∆j
1 + 2
−
∑
i,t
Ni(t)
1 + 3

=  ·
∑
j
Fj ·
(
1
1 + 2
− 1
1 + 3
)
= O(2)
∑
j
Fj (12)
It therefore remains to prove that constraints of LPdual are satisfied. To see this, fix job j and time instant
t. We consider two cases.
Case 1: Machine i = σ(j, t). Then
αj − pj
sij
βit =
∆j
k + 2
− pj
sij
· Ni(t)
k + 3
≤ (t− rj) + pj(t)
η · (k + 1) ·
N<j(i, t) + 1
sij
− pj
sij
· Ni(t)
k + 3
[Lemma 4.8]
≤ t− rj [since η = 1 + 3, k = 1/]
Case 2: Machine i 6= σ(j, t). Then
αj − pj
sij
βit =
∆j
k + 2
− pj
sij
· Ni(t)
k + 3
≤ t− rj + 1
η
· pj(t)
k + 1
· N<j(σ(j, t), t) + 1
sσ(j,t)j
− pj
sij
· Ni(t)
k + 3
[Lemma 4.8]
≤ t− rj +
(
pj(t)
η · (k + 1)
N<j(i, t) + 1
sij
− pj
k + 3
· Ni(t)
sij
)
[Lemma 4.5]
≤ t− rj + pj
sij
[since η = 1 + 3, k = 1/]
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Therefore, the dual constraints are satisfied for all time instants t and all jobs j, and we derive that our
algorithm is (1 + )-speed O(1/2)-competitive against LPprimal, completing the proof of Theorem 1.3.
5 Conclusions and Open Questions
We mention several open questions. Our results for weighted flow time of PSP, though tight, are weak due
to the generality of the problem we consider. Our worst-case examples, however, are quite artificial, and
we believe that the each individual application (such as unrelated machine scheduling or multi-dimensional
scheduling) will admit stronger positive results. We have indeed shown such a result for unweighted flow
time on unrelated machines. We believe that there could exist a O(1)-competitive algorithm for multidi-
mensional scheduling with O(1)- or O(logM)-speed (the speed is independent of the total number of jobs
arriving at the system). In the same vein, it is open whether there is a O(1)-speed O(1)-competitive (clair-
voyant) algorithm for PSP for minimizing the total weighted flow time. We hope our positive results for the
general PSP will lead to a more systematic study of scheduling problems that arise in modern data center
applications.
We note that Im et al. recently obtained a non-clairvoyant scalable algorithm on unrelated machines for
minimizing the total weighted flow time [30]. Further, their algorithm extends to the objective of minimizing
the total weighted flow time plus energy consumption.
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A Total Weighted Flow Time of Proportional Fairness: Theorem 1.2
In this section we study the more challenging objective of minimizing the total weighted flow time for PSP.
As discussed before, resource augmentation will be needed to obtain positive results for the flow objective.
We prove the upper and lower bound results claimed in Theorem 1.2 in Section A.1 and A.2, respectively.
As before, we use the same algorithm PF and denote it by A.
A.1 Upper Bound
A.1.1 High-level Overview
We first give a high-level overview of the analysis. Similar to the analysis we did for the completion time
objective, we will use dual fitting. The mathematical programs should be modified accordingly. The only
changes made in PRIMAL and PRIMALs are in the objective:
∑
t,j∈U(t)wj · tpj · xjt should be changed to∑
t∈rj ,twj ·
t−rj
pj
· xjt. Recall that PRIMALs gives a valid lower bound to the optimal adversarial scheduler
with 1/s-speed, which is equivalent to the algorithm being given s-speed and the optimal scheduler being
given 1-speed. Then the dual of PRIMALs is as follows.
max
∑
j
αj −
∑
d,t
βdt (DUALs)
s.t.
αj
pj
− sB·j · βt ≤ wj · t− rj
pj
∀j, t ≥ rj (13)
αj ≥ 0 ∀j (14)
βdt ≥ 0 ∀d, t (15)
Let’s recall the high-level idea of the analysis for the completion time objective. In dual fitting, we set
dual variables so that (i) the dual objective is at least O(1) times A’ total weighted completion time of PF,
and (ii) all dual constraints are satisfied. Regarding (i), we had two things to keep in mind: to make
∑
j αj
comparable to A’s total weighted completion time, and make ∑d,t βdt smaller than ∑j αj . On the other
hand, in order to satisfy dual constraints, we have to “cover” the quantity αjpj −wj · tpj by βdt. In this sense,
(i) and (ii) compete each other.
To give an overview of the analysis of the flow result, for simplicity, let’s assume that all jobs are
unweighted. We will construct a laminar family L of intervals, and fit jobs into intervals with similar sizes.
By ignoring jobs of small flow time, say less than 12n times the maximum weighted flow time of all jobs, we
can assume that there are at most O(log n) levels of intervals in the family. Now we find the level such that
the total weighted flow time of jobs in the level is maximized. We crucially use the fact that all jobs in the
level have similar flow times. Namely, we will be able to define βdt for each laminar interval in the level we
chose, via a linear combination of yt over the laminar interval.
The actual analysis is considerably more subtle particularly due to jobs with varying weights. In the
weighted case, we will have to create multiple laminar families. Further, there could be many different
laminar families, even more than polylog(n). It is quite challenging to define βdt using a linear combination
of the duals of CPPF while trying to minimize the side-effect between different laminar families. Also
“ignoring” jobs is not as easy as it looks since such ignored jobs still contribute the duals of CPPF.
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A.1.2 Main Analysis
In this section we give a formal analysis of the upper bound claimed in Theorem 1.2. To make our analysis
more transparent, we do not optimize constants. To set dual variables, we perform the following sequence
of preprocessing steps. To keep track of changes made in each step, we define a set A′t ⊆ At of “active”
jobs at time t, which will help us to set dual variables later. Also we will maintain the set of “globaly active”
jobs A′. The set A′ is global in the sense that if j /∈ A′ then j /∈ A′t for all t. Intuitively, jobs in A′ will
account for a large fraction (Ω(1/ log n)) of the total weighted flow time. Initially, we set A′t := At for all t
(recall thatAt denote jobs alive at time t), andA′ to be the entire set of jobs. When we remove a job j from
A′, the job will be automatically removed from A′t for all t. Since A will change over the preprocessing
steps, we will let Ai denote the current set A′ just after completing ith step; Ait is defined similarly. Also
we will refer to the quantity
∑
t:j∈A′t 1 as job j’s residual flow time, which will change over preprocessing
steps. A job’s weighted residual flow time is similarly defined. Between steps, we will formally state some
important changes made. For a subset S of jobs, let W (S) denote the total weight of jobs in S.
Step 1. Discard jobs with small weighted flow time. For all jobs j such that wjFAj ≤ 12n maxj′ wj′FAj′ ,
remove them from A′.
Proposition A.1.
∑
tW (A1t ) =
∑
j∈A1 wjFj ≥ 12
∑
j wjFj .
Step 2. Group jobs with similar weights: odd/even classes. Let wmax denote the maximum job weight.
A job j ∈ A′ is in class Ch, h ≥ 1 if the job has weight in the range of (wmax/n8h, wmax/n8(h−1)]. Classes
C1, C3, ..., are said to be odd, and the other classes even. Note that {Ch}h≥1 is a partition of all jobs in A′.
Step 3. Keep only odd [even] classes. Between odd and even classes, keep the classes that give a larger
total weighted flow time. More precisely, if
∑
t
∑
h:oddW (Ch ∩ A′t) ≥
∑
t
∑
h:evenW (Ch ∩ A′t), we
keep only odd classes, i.e. remove all jobs in even classes from A′. Since the other case can be handled
analogously, we will assume throughout the analysis that we kept odd classes.
Proposition A.2.
∑
tW (A3t ) ≥ 12
∑
tW (A2t ) = 12
∑
tW (A1t ) ≥ 14
∑
j wjFj .
Step 4. Black out times with extra large weights for odd classes. We say that time t has extra large
weights for odd classes if
∑
h:oddW (A′t ∩ Ch) ≤ 18W (At). For all such times t, we remove all jobs from
A′t. Let’s call such time steps “global black out” times, which we denote by TB .
We now repeatedly remove jobs with a very small portion left – we say that a job j is almost-removed if
the job j ∈ A′ has global black out times for at least 1− 1/n4 fraction of times during its window, [rj , CAj ].
For each time t ∈ A′t, if wj ≥ 1n2W (A′t), we remove all jobs from A′t, and add the time t to TB . Also we
remove the almost-removed job j from A′. We repeat this step until we have no almost-removed job in A′.
Proposition A.3. For any time t /∈ TB , we have
∑
h:oddW (A4t ∩ Ch) ≥ 116W (At).
Proof. Before the second operation of repeatedly removing almost removed jobs, we have that for all t /∈
TB ,
∑
h:oddW (A4t ∩Ch) ≥ 18W (At). Hence if a time step t has “survived” to the end of Step 4, i.e. t /∈ TB ,
it means that the quantity W (A′t) decreased by a factor of at most 1 − 1/n2 when a job is removed by the
second operation. Assuming that n is greater than a sufficiently large constant, the proposition follows.
Proposition A.4.
∑
tW (A4t ) ≥ 14
∑
tW (A3t ) ≥ 116
∑
j wjFj .
Proof. Define V j1 [V
j
2 ] to be the decrease of job j’s residual weighted flow time due to operation 1 [2].
Define R to be all jobs j in A3 such that 1100V 1j ≤ V 2j and V 1j + V 2j ≥ 14Fj . We claim that the decrease
in the total residual weighted flow time due to jobs in A3 \ R is at most 12
∑
tW (A
3
t ). Firstly, the decrease
due to jobs j such that V 1j + V
2
j ≤ 14Fj is at most 14
∑
tW (A3t ). Secondly, the decrease due to jobs j such
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that 1100V
1
j ≥ V 2j is at most the decrease due to the first operation in Step 4 times 101/100, which is upper
bounded by 101100 · 116
∑
j wjFj . This follows from the observation that the total weighted flow time that jobs
in A3t accumulate at black out times is at most 116
∑
j wjFj ≤ 14
∑
tW (A
3
t ) by Proposition A.2. Hence the
claim follows.
We now focus on upper bounding the decrease in the total residual weighted flow time due to jobs
A3 ∩ R. Observe the important property of jobs j in A3 \ ∩R: job j’s residual flow time decreases by
Ω( 1nFj) when a certain job j
′ is removed in the second operation in Step 4 (recall that removing j′ could
lead to more times becoming blacked out, hence decreasing other jobs residual flow times). Motivated by
this, we create a collection of rooted trees F , which describes which job is most responsible for removing
each job in R. We let j′ become j’s parent; if there are more than one such j′ we break ties arbitrarily. Note
that roots in F are those jobs j whose residual flow time is 1
n4
Fj just before the second operation starts.
Now let’s consider two jobs, j′ and j, a child of j′. We claim that wjFj ≤ O( 1n2 )wj′Fj′ . Just before we
remove job j′, job j had residual flow time at least Ω( 1nFj′), and j
′ had residual flow time at most 1
n4
Fj′ .
Further it must be the case that wj′ ≤ n2wj . This implies that job j’s weighted flow time is only a fraction
of that of job j′, hence the claim follows.
We complete the proof by charing a child’s weighted flow time to its parent’s weighted flow time.
Eventually we will charge the total weighted flow time of all jobs in F to that of the root jobs. Then it
is easy to observe that the total weighted flow time of non-root jobs in F is at most O(1/n2) times the
total weighted flow time of the root jobs. Since we already upper bounded (1 − 1/n4) times the total
weighted flow time of root jobs by 116wjFj , hence the decrease in the total residual weighted flow time due
to jobs (A3 ∩ R and A3 \ R) in Step 3 is at most n4
n4−1
1
16
∑
j wjFj +
1
2
∑
tW (A3t ) ≤ 34
∑
tW (A3t ) by
Proposition A.2.
Proposition A.5. For all jobs j ∈ A4, we have∑t:j∈A4t 1 ≥ 1n4Fj .
Step 5. Find jobs with similar flow times within each odd class Ch that have the largest total weighted
flow time. Consider each odd class h. Observe that all jobs in Ch have flow times which are all within
factor 2n9 – this follows from the facts that all jobs in the same class have weights, all within factor n8, and
all jobs have weighted flow times, all within factor 2n. Let Fmaxh denote the maximum flow time of all jobs
in Ch. We say that a job j ∈ Ch is in uth-level if FAj ∈ (Fmaxh /2u, Fmaxh /2u−1], and denote all uth-level
jobs in Ch as Chu. Let u∗h be the u that maximizes the total “residual” weighted flow time of jobs in Chu, i.e.∑
j∈Chu
∑
t:j∈A′t wj . Observe that 1 ≤ u
∗
h ≤ dlog 2n9e ≤ 24 log n for all n greater than a sufficiently large
constant. We remove all jobs j ∈ Ch \ Ch,u∗h from A′.
Proposition A.6. For all h ≥ 1,∑tW (A5t ∩ Ch) ≥ 124 logn∑tW (A4t ∩ Ch).
Step 6. Fit jobs in Ch,u∗h into a disjoint intervals of similar sizes. Consider each h. Define a set of
intervals Lhu := {[0, Fmaxh /2u), [Fmaxh /2u, 2Fmaxh /2u), [2Fmaxh /2u, 3Fmaxh /2u), ...}. Observe that jobs in
Ch,u∗h have flow times similar to the size of an interval in Lh,u∗h . Associate each job j in Ch,u∗h with the
interval L in Lh,u∗h that maximizes
∑
t:j∈A′t,t∈L 1, breaking ties arbitrarily. Here we trim out job j’s window
so that it completely fits into the interval L, i.e. for all times t /∈ L, remove job j fromA′t. We let Lj denote
the unique interval in Lh into which we fit job j. Here we will refer to Lj as job j’s laminar window.
We say that a job j ∈ A′ is left if Lj’s left end point lies in job j’s window, [rj , Cj ]. All other jobs inA′
are said to be right. Between left and right jobs, we keep the jobs that give a larger total remaining weighted
flow time, remove other jobs from A′.
Proposition A.7. For all jobs j ∈ A6, we have∑t:j∈A6t 1 ≥ 14n4Fj .
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Proof. There are at most 4 intervals in Ch,u∗h that intersect job j’s window. This, together with Proposi-
tion A.5 implies the claim.
Proposition A.8. For all odd h ≥ 1,∑tW (A6t ∩ Ch) ≥ 123 ∑tW (A5t ∩ Ch) ≥ 127 logn∑tW (A4t ∩ Ch).
Step 7. Define exclusive active times for each odd class. We say that a class Ch is lower than Ch′ if
h < h′. Observe that jobs in a lower odd class have flow time significantly smaller than jobs in a higher odd
class. Consider odd classes Ch in increasing order of h. For each job j, and for all times t where a smaller
odd class job j′ in A′ is processed (j′ ∈ At), remove job j from A′t. This makes different odd classes have
disjoint “active” times – for any two jobs j, j′ from different odd classes, and for all times t, it is the case
that j /∈ A′t or j′ /∈ A′t. For an odd class h, define Th to be the set of times t where no job in odd class lower
than h is processed, and there is a job in A′t ∩ Ch. We say that the times in Th are active for class h. Let h∗t
denote the class that is active at time t – by definition there is at most one such class, and we let h∗t := 0 if
no such class exists.
Proposition A.9. For all odd h ≥ 1,∑tW (A7t ∩ Ch) ≥ 12∑tW (A6t ∩ Ch) ≥ 128 logn∑tW (A4t ∩ Ch).
Proof. Observe that every job in A1 of a lower class than j has a flow time at most 2n/n8 times that of job
j – two jobs in different odd groups have different weights which differ by a factor of at least n8 while all
jobs inA1 have the same weight flow time within factor 2n. Hence jobs in smaller classes can create at most
2n2
n8
Fj additional inactive time slots for job j, which are negligible compared to
∑
t:j∈A6t 1 ≥
1
4n4
Fj (See
Proposition A.7). The proposition follows assuming that n is greater than a sufficiently large constant.
Step 8. Black out times with extra large weights for Ch∗t at each time t. Consider each time t. We say
that time t has extra large weights for class h∗t if
∑
j∈A′∩Ch wj ≥ 29 log n
∑
j∈A4t∩Ch wj . For all such times
t, we remove all jobs j ∈ Ch∗t from A′t. Let’s call such time steps “black out” times for class Ch∗t . Also
remove those times from Th∗t .
Proposition A.10. For all odd h ≥ 1,∑
tW (A8t ∩ Ch∗t ) ≥ 12
∑
tW (A7t ∩ Ch∗t ) ≥ 129 logn
∑
tW (A4t ∩ Ch∗t ) ≥ 1214 logn
∑
j wjFj .
Proof. From Proposition A.9, we have that
∑
tW (A7t ∩ Ch∗t ) ≥ 128 logn
∑
tW (A4t ∩ Ch∗t ). At every black
out time, the total weight of jobs inA8t ∩Ch∗t is at most 129 logn times the total weight of jobs inA4t ∩Ch∗t . This
implies that in Step 8, the decrease in the quantity
∑
tW (A′t∩Ch∗t ) is at most 129 logn times
∑
tW (A4t∩Ch∗t ),
hence the second inequality follows. We now show the last inequality. We can prove that
∑
tW (A4t∩Ch∗t ) ≥
1
2
∑
t
∑
h:oddW (A4t ∩ Ch) (See the proof of Proposition A.11). Then no jobs in even class contribute to the
right-hand-side quantity (See Step 3), we have
∑
t
∑
h:oddW (A4t ∩ Ch) =
∑
t
∑
hW (A4t ∩ Ch). This,
together with Proposition A.4, completes the proof.
Proposition A.11. At all times t /∈ TB , W (A8t ∩ Ch∗t ) ≥ 129 lognW (A4t ∩ Ch∗t ) ≥ 1214 lognW (At).
Proof. We focus on the second inequality since the first inequality is obvious. By definition of h∗t , we
know that no job in odd class smaller than h∗t is processed by A at time t. Also we know that there is at
least one job in A8t ∩ Ch∗t whose weight is n4 times larger than any job in a higher odd class. Hence we
have that W (A4t ∩ Ch∗t ) ≥ 12
∑
h:oddW (A4t ∩ Ch). Then the second inequality immediately follows from
Proposition A.3.
This completes the description of all preprocessing time steps. At this point, let’s recap what we have
obtained from these preprocessing steps. Proposition A.11 says that at each time t /∈ TB , we can just focus
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jobs in one class, and furthermore all those jobs are at the same level and the level is the same at all times for
the class. This is because at each time t, the total weight of those jobs at the same level in a class is at least
Ω(1/ log n) times the total weight of all jobs alive at the time. Also since we have fit jobs at the same level
into intervals of the same size, and kept say only left jobs, we will be able to pretend that those jobs arrive
at the same time. Then the analysis basically reduces to that of the weighted completion time objective.
We are almost ready to set dual variables. Let qjt denote the size of job j processed at time t. For each
h, we define ζt(h) as follows. Let L be the unique interval in Lh,u∗h such that t ∈ L. Let ζt(h) denote the
weighted median from the multiset M(h, L) := { qjtpj | j ∈ A8t ∩ Ch} – here the median is taken assuming
that the quantity qjtpj has wj copies in the multiset M(h, L). As before, we set dual variables using the
optimal solution xt of CPPF, and its dual variables yt. Recall that each time step t is active for at most one
class h which is denoted as h∗t ; if no such class exists, let h∗t = 0 and ζt(h∗t ) := −1. Define,
αjt :=
{
wj ∀t, j ∈ Ch∗t ∩ A8t s.t.
qjt
pj
≤ ζt(h∗t )
0 otherwise
and let
αj :=
∑
t
αjt ∀j
We continue to define βdt. We will first define βdt(h) for each odd h, and will let βdt :=
∑
h:odd βdt(h)
for all d, t. Consider any odd h and L ∈ Lh,u∗h . Then for all times t ∈ L, define
βdt(h) :=
1
s
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th∩L\TB
ζt′(h)y
∗
dt′
Also for all odd h and t such that there is no L ∈ Lh,u∗h with t ∈ L, we let βdt(h) := 0. This completes
setting dual variables.
As before, we will first lower bound the objective of DUALs. We start with lower bounding the first part
in the objective.
Lemma A.12.
∑
j αj ≥ 12
∑
tW (A8t ∩ Ch∗t ).
Proof. For any time t, it is easy to see from the definition of αjt that the quantity
∑
j αjt is at least
1
2W (A8t∩
Ch∗t ).
In the following lemma we lower bound the second part
∑
d,t βdt in the DUALs objective. The proof is
very similar to that of Lemma 3.4.
Lemma A.13. For all odd h and time t ∈ Th \ TB ,
∑
d βdt(h) ≤ 2
20 logn
s W (A8t ∩ Ch∗t ).
Proof. Consider any fixed odd h and L ∈ Lh,u∗h . Recall that amongst jobs j ∈ Ch,u∗h such that Lj = L,
we kept left or right jobs in Step 6, We assume that we kept left jobs since the other case can be handled
similarly. Consider any t ∈ Th \ TB . Let tR denote the right end point of L. It is important to note that jobs
contributing to A8t′ ∩ Ch are consistent: the set of such jobs can only decrease in in time t′ ∈ Th ∩ L \ TB
– so does W (A8t′ ∩ Ch). We partition the time interval [t, tR) into subintervals {Mk}k≥1 such that the the
quantity W (A8t′ ∩ Ch) at all times t′ during in Mk lies in the range
(
(12)
kW (A8t ∩ Ch), (12)k−1W (A8t ∩
24
Ch)
]
. Now consider any fixed k ≥ 1. We upper bound the contribution of Mk to
∑
d βdl(h), that is
1
s
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB
∑
d ζt′(h)y
∗
dt′ . Towards this end, we first upper bound
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB ζt′(h) ≤ 4. The
key idea is to focus on the total weighted throughput processed during Mk. Job j’s fractional weighted
throughput at time t′ is defined as wj
qjt′
pj
, which is job j’s weight times the fraction of job j that is processed
at time t′; recall that qjt′ denotes the size of job j processed at time t′.
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB
ζt′(h) ≤
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB
(
2
∑
j∈A8t∩Ch
wj
W (A8t′ ∩ Ch)
)
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≥ ζt′(h)
)
· qjt′
pj
≤ 2 1
(1/2)kW (A8t ∩ Ch)
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB
∑
j∈A8t∩Ch
wj
qjt′
pj
≤ 2 1
(1/2)kW (A8t ∩ Ch)
(1/2)k−1W (A8t ∩ Ch) = 4
The first inequality follows from the definition of ζt′(h): for jobs j with total weight at least half the total
weight of jobs in A8t′ ∩ Ch,
qjt′
pj
≥ ζt′(h). The second inequality is due to the fact that W (A8t′ ∩ Ch) ≥
(12)
kW (A8t ∩ Ch) for all times t′ ∈ Mk. The last inequality follows since the total weighted throughput
that can be processed during Mk is upper bounded by the quantity W (A8t′ ∩ Ch) at the earliest time t′ ∈
Mk′ ∩ Th \ TB , which is at most (12)k−1W (A8t ∩ Ch). We are now ready to complete the proof.∑
d
βdt(h) =
1
s
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th\TB
ζt′(h)y
∗
dt′ =
1
s
∑
k≥1
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB
ζt′(h)
∑
d
y∗dt′
=
1
s
∑
k≥1
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB
ζt′(h)W (At′) [By Lemma 3.3]
=
217 log n
s
∑
k≥1
∑
t′∈Mk∩Th\TB
ζt′(h)W (A8t′ ∩ Ch) [By Proposition A.11]
=
217 log n
s
∑
k≥1
4(1/2)k−1W (A8t ∩ Ch) [By definition of Mk and the fact
∑
t′∈Mk ζt′(h) ≤ 4]
≤ 2
20 log n
s
W (A8t ∩ Ch)
From Lemma A.12 and Lemma A.13, we derive that theDUALs objective is at least Ω(
∑
tW (A8t∩Ch∗t ))
with s = 222 log n. By Proposition, we conclude that the DUALs objective is Ω(1/ log n) times the total
weighted flow time.
To complete the proof of the upper bound result in Theorem 1.2, it only remains to show that all dual
constraints are satisfied. Observe that the dual constraints (14) and (15) are trivially satisfied, hence we
focus on dual constraint (13). Recall that qjt denotes the size of job j that is processed by the algorithm at
time t. Note that
∑
t qjt = pj .
Lemma A.14. The dual constraint (13) is satisfied.
Proof. We only need to consider j ∈ A8. Say j ∈ Ch (h is odd as before). Also we only need to consider
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time t before the interval Lj ends. Observe that j ∈ Ch∗t ∩ A8 only if h = h∗t and t /∈ TB .
αj
pj
− wj t− aj
pj
≤
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th\TB
αjt′
pj
[Since for all t′, αjt′ ≤ wj]
≤
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th∩Lj\TB
αjt′
pj
[Since αjt′ ≤ wj at all times t′ /∈ Lj]
=
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th∩Lj\TB
wj
1
pj
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≤ ζt′(h)
)
=
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th∩Lj\TB
wj
qjt′
pj
1
qjt′
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≤ ζt′(h)
)
=
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th∩Lj\TB
wj
x∗jt′
qjt′
pj
· 1
(qjt′
pj
≤ ζt′(h)
)
[Since qjt′ = x∗jt′]
≤
∑
t′≥t,t′∈Th∩Lj\TB
B·j · y∗t′ · ζt′(h) [By the KKT condition (5)]
= B·j · βt(h) [By definition of βt(h)]
≤ B·j · βt [By definition of βt]
A.2 Lower Bound
In this section, we prove the lower bound claimed in Theorem 1.2. Towards this end, we will first prove a
lower bound for makespan.
Theorem A.15. Any deterministic non-clairvoyant algorithm is Ω(
√
log n)-competitive for minimizing the
makespan (the maximum completion time). Further, this is the case even when all jobs arrive at time 0.
We prove that Theorem A.15 implies the desired result.
Proof of [the lower bound in Theorem 1.2] To see this, let I0 denote the lower bound instance consisting
of N unweighted jobs that establishes the lower bound stated in Theorem A.15. By scaling, we can without
loss of generality assume that the optimal (offline) makespan for this instance is 1. For any fixed  > 0, we
createN1/ copies of instance I0, {Ie}e∈{0,1,2,...,N1/} where all jobs in Ie arrive at time e. There is a global
constraint across all instances Ie – two jobs from different instances cannot be scheduled simultaneously.
Then any deterministic non-clairvoyant algorithm that is given speed less than half the lower bound stated
in Theorem A.15 cannot complete all jobs in each Ie within 2 time steps. It is easy to see that there are at
least e/2 jobs not completed during [e, e+1) for any e ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., N1/}. Hence any deterministic online
algorithm has total flow time Ω(N2/). In contrast, the optimal solution can finish all jobs within 1 time
step, thus having total flow time O(N · N1/). This implies that the competitive ratio is Ω(n(1−)/(1+))
where n is the number of jobs in the entire instance concatenating all Ie, completing the proof of lower
bound stated in Theorem 1.2. 2
Henceforth, we will focus on proving Theorem A.15. Our lower bound instance comes from single
source routing in a tree network with “multiplicative speed propagation”. As the name suggests, this network
is hypothetical: a packet is transferred from node va to vb at a rate equal to the multiplication of speeds of
all routers that the packet goes through. To give a high-level idea of the lower bound, we fist discuss one-
level tree, and then describe the full lower bound instance. Throughout this section, we refer to an arbitrary
non-clairvoyant algorithm as A.
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One-level instance: I(1). The root ρ has ∆1 := 4 routers where only one router has 2-speed and the other
routers have 1-speed. There are ∆1 packets (or equivalently jobs) to be routed to the root ρ. Only one job
has size 22 − 1 = 3, and the other jobs have size 21 − 1 = 1. Each job must be completely sent to the root,
and it can be done only using routers. At any time, each router can process only one job. This setting can be
equivalently viewed as the related machine setting, but we stick with this routing view since we will build
our lower bound instance by multilayering this one-level building block. Obviously, the optimal solution
will send the big job via the 2-speed router, thus having makespan 3/2. Also intuitively, the best strategy
for A is to send all jobs at the same rate by equally assigning the 2-speed router to all jobs. Then it is easy
to see that the online algorithm can complete all 1-size jobs only at time ∆1/(∆1 + 1), and complete the
2-size job at time ∆1/(∆1 + 1) + 1 = 9/5. Observe that giving more 1-speed routers does not give any
advantage to the online algorithm since the main challenge comes from finding the big job and processing
it using a faster router.
Multi-level instance: I(h), h ∈ [D = Θ(√log n)]. We create a tree Th with root ρ where all jobs are
leaves and each job j can communicate with its parent node u(j) via one of u(j)’s router, and the parent
u(j) can communicate with its parent node u(2)(j) via one of u2(j)’s router, and so on; node/job v’s parent
is denoted as u(v). The tree Th has depth h. Every non-leaf node v has ∆h = 4h children, which are
denoted as Cv. Also each non-leaf node v has a setRv of routers, whose number is exactly the same as that
of v’s children, i.e. |Rv| = |Cv| = ∆h. All routers inRv have 1-speed except only one which has 2-speed.
At any time, a feasible scheduling decision is a matching between routers Rv and nodes Cv for all non-
leaf nodes v; when some jobs complete, this naturally extends to an injective mapping from Cv to Rv. To
formally describe this, let g denote each feasible scheduling decision. Note that each feasible schedule g
connects each job to the root by a unique sequence of routers. Let zg denote the indicator variable. Let
ηj(g) denote the number of 2-speed routers on the unique path from j to the root ρ for g. When the schedule
follows g each job j is processed at a rate of 2ηj(g). We can formally describe this setting by PSP as follows:
P =
{
xj ≤
∑
g
2ηj(g)zg ∀j;
∑
g
zg ≤ 1; x ≥ 0; z ≥ 0
}
We now describe job sizes, which are hidden to A. Each non-leaf node v has one special “big” child
amongst its ∆h = 4h children Cv – roughly speaking, a big child can have bigger jobs in its subtree. Note
that A is not aware of which child is big. For each node v of depth h − 1, define ηv to be the number
of “big” children on the path from v to the root possibly including v itself. Then v’s children/jobs, Cv
have the following sizes: for any integer 0 ≤ k < ηv, the number of jobs of size 2k+1 − 1 is exactly
4h−ηv(4ηv−k − 4ηv−k−1); for k = ηv, there are 4h−ηv jobs of size 2ηv+1− 1. Note that there is only one job
of size 2h+1 − 1 in Th and it is the biggest job in the instance.
The final instance will be I(D). Since I(D) has 4D2 jobs, we haveD = Θ(√log n). For a visualization
of the instance, see Figure 2.
Lemma A.16. There is an offline schedule that completes all jobs by time 2.
Proof. This is achieved by assigning each big node/job to the 2-speed router at all levels. This is possible
since each non-leaf node has exactly one faster router and one big node/job. Consider any non-leaf node v
of depth D − 1. Since all jobs in Cv have size at most 2ηv+1 − 1, and all those jobs are processed at a rate
of at least 2ηv , the claim follows.
We now discuss how A performs for the instance I(D). We first give a high-level overview of the
adversary’s strategy which forces A to have a large makespan. Then, we will formalize several notions to
make the argument clear – the reader familiar with online adversary may skip this part.
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Figure 2: Here, routers are represented by rectangles and jobs by circles. Height of the tree is Θ(
√
log n).
Each job has 4D children and for each level less than D − 1 there is one big node, shown by dotted circle,
which is hidden from the online algorithm. Each job has to be mapped to a router. The sizes of jobs at the
last level depend on the number of big nodes on the path connecting a job to the root.
A high-level overview of the adversary’s strategy. As mentioned before, the main difficulty for the non-
clairvoyant algorithm A comes from the fact that A does not know which jobs/nodes are big, hence cannot
process big nodes using faster routers. This mistake will accrue over layers and will yield a gap Ω(D).
To simplify our argument, we allow the adversary to decrease job sizes. That is, at any point in time,
the adversary observes the non-clairvoyant algorithm A’s schedule, and can remove any alive job. This is
without loss of generality since the algorithm A is non-clairvoyant, and can only be better off for smaller
jobs. Obviously, this does not increase the optimal solution’s makespan.
Consider any node v 6= ρ. Let us say that the subtree Tv′ rooted at v′ is big [small] if the node v′ is big
[small]. If the node v have used the unique 2-speed router in Ru(v) for 1/2D+1 time steps, the adversary
removes the subtree Tv′ rooted at v′ (including all jobs in Tv′). We now show that at time 1/2, the adversary
still has an instance as effective as I(D− 1) – by repeating this, the online algorithm will be forced to have
a makespan of at least D/2. We claim two properties.
1. At time 1/2, each alive non-leaf node has at least 4D−1 children.
2. Any job has been processed by strictly less than 1.
The first property easily follows since each non-leaf node has 4D children, and at most 2D children
are removed by time 1/2. To see why the second property holds, consider any job j. Observe that each
of j’s ancestor (including j itself) used the 2-speed router only for 1/2D+1 time steps. Here the maximum
processing for job j can be achieved when j’s all ancestors use the 2-speed router simultaneously for 1/2D+1
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time steps, which is most 1/2. Also note that the length of time job j is processed by a combination of 1-
speed routers only is strictly less than 1/2 time step. Hence the second property holds.
Due to the second property, the online algorithm cannot find the big subtree incident to the root. This
is because all subtrees incident to the root are indistinguishable to the algorithm by time 1/2, hence the
adversary can pick any alive one Tv of those alive, and declare it is big. Likewise, for each alive non-leaf
node v′, the adversary can keep alive the big child of v′. Hence the adversary can remove all nodes and
jobs keeping only 4D−1 children including the big child for non-leaf node, and keeping only non-unit sized
jobs. Also the adversary can pretend that all the remaining jobs have been processed exactly by one unit
by decreasing job sizes. Observe that each alive job has remaining size 21 + 22 + ... + 2k for some k ≥ 1
Since Tv is the only subtree incident to the root, we can assume that A let v use the 2-speed router from
now on. This has the effect of decreasing each job’s remaining size by half, and this exactly coincides with
the instance I(D − 1). This will allow the adversary recurse on the instance I(D − 1), thereby making
A’s makespan no smaller than D/2 = Ω(√log n). This, together with, Lemma A.16, establish a lower
bound Ω(∆) = Ω(
√
log n) for makespan, thus proving Theorem A.15 and the lower bound claimed in
Theorem 1.2.
We formalize several notions (such as decreasing job sizes, indistinguishable instances) we used above
to make the argument more clear. To this end it will be useful to define the collection S := S(0) of possible
instances that the adversary can use. The adversary will gradually decrease the instance space S(t) depend-
ing on the algorithm’s choice; S(t) can only decrease in time t. Equivalently, the deterministic algorithm A
cannot distinguish between instances in S(t) at the moment of time t, and hence must behave exactly the
same by time t for all the instances in S(t). In this sense, all instances in S(t) are indistinguishable to A by
time t. All instances in S follow the same polytope constraints for I(D). There are two factors that make
instances in S rich. The first factor is “hidden” job IDs: Each non-leaf node v has only one big child, and it
can be any of its children Cv. In other words, this is completely determined by a function ψ that maps each
non-leaf node v to one of v’s children, Cv. Consider any fixed ψ. Then for each non-leaf node v of depth
D − 1, the sizes that v’s children can have are fixed – however, the actual mapping between jobs and job
sizes can be arbitrary. So far, all instances can be viewed equivalent in the sense that they can be obtained
from the same instance by an appropriate mapping. By a job j’ ID, we mean the job in the common instance
which corresponds to job j in the common instance. The second factor is “flexible” job sizes. Note that in
I(D), a job j’s ID determines its size completely. This is not the case in S, and we let each job have any
size up to the size determined by its ID.
The adversary will start with set S(0, D) – here we addedD since the set is constructed from I(D). The
adversary’s goal is to have S(1/2, D) which essentially includes S(0, D − 1). By recursively applying this
strategy, the adversary will be able to forceA have a makespan of at leastD/2. As observed in Lemma A.16,
for any instance in S(0), all jobs in the instance can be completed by time 2 by the optimal solution, and
this will complete the proof of Theorem A.15.
We make use of the two crucial properties we observed above. In particular, the second property ensures
that at time 1/2, any job ID mapping remains plausible in the solution set S(1/2, D). Hence the adversary
can choose any alive subtree Tv incident to the root, and delete other sibling subtrees. From time 1/2, any
instance in S(1/2, D) must satisfy the constraint that v is big. The adversary now deletes all nodes/jobs
in Tv so that each node has 4D−1 children. Here the adversary can still choose any mapping (from each
set of the alive siblings, the adversary can set any node/job to be big), and this has the same structure that
S(0, D − 1) has regarding the “hidden Job ID” flexibility. Then, as mentioned before, by decreasing job
sizes (more precisely, the corresponding instances are removed from S(1/2, D)) so that S(1/2, D) becomes
the same as S(0, D−1) – the only difference is that the root of the big subtree in S(1/2, D) is processed via
2-speed router, however this difference is nullified by the fact that the each job in any instance in S(1/2, D)
has exactly the double size that the corresponding job in the corresponding instance in S(0, D − 1) has.
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This allows the adversary to apply his strategy recursively. Hence we derive the following lemma which
completes the proof of Theorem A.15 and the lower bound in Theorem 1.2.
Lemma A.17. For any instance in S(D), there is a way to complete all jobs in the instance within time 2.
In contrast, for any deterministic non-clairvoyant algorithm A, there is an instance in S(D) for which A
has a makespan of at least D/2.
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